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-23 years of life Got sacrificed for what?
CanÂ´t figure out that... can you? I doubt that
A world to cruel for you Backstabbers trying to ruin
You satan himself was
Pursuing you in the form of heroin breakinÂ´ you with
This so called medicine tellinÂ´ you that youÂ´ll never
Win mentally you got weak like a leaf trembleing
But thatÂ´s not how we be rememberingÂ´ you
Assembling my crew, zippin brew we... proposing
A toast for you and if you can see us, and I
Suppose you do I hope you do that way weÂ´ll still be
Close to you and as opposed to leaves that fall
To the ground the memory of you, wonÂ´t be torn
Down... like old buildings I know that one
Day I'mÂ´a see you again but... until then.

R. to the O. to the double NN. to the I. to the E.

-why is life taken away like that why canÂ´t we move
Time taking it way back to the times before
All this shit got started before you took that one
Wrong
Step and departed now your mom got only one
Son and he goes by the name of DAN and his life
Just only begun still this is not the only one, 
Emotional redrum he been through he lost his
Pops to for surviving and trying to cope that
Who I give props to and to my man Matsku to
Really get rid of that shit only you yourself canÂ´t
Stop you! 

R. to the O. to the double NN. to the I. to the E.
RONNIE! 

To all of yÂ´all chemists gettinÂ´ rich of all this shit
PlayinÂ´ with other peoples misery like it was
F... ing tennis / yourselves living it large your
Life being tremendous IÂ´m looking at you and asking
Where my friend is! the trend is to do drugs is
Not really "that dangerous" really? is that how you
Defend this you pathetic donÂ´t even sweat it
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ConvincinÂ´ me with that bullshit better forget it
Red's ready
To set it straight from reality you canÂ´t escape
You say you elevate to me itÂ´s artfical and fake like
Your life at a to fast pace giving your life away
Be a to hard price to pay! 
-donÂ´t you agree the life your livinÂ´ is lonely
Is jus a matter of time before you O.D... wrote
These words
It be the way I see
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